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Demography, Recombination Hotspot Intensity,
and the Block Structure of Linkage Disequilibrium
have generally assumed a uniform rate of recombination
throughout the human genome [4–7].
A series of new studies [1, 2, 8–10], however, now
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Darwin Building makes the assumption of recombination rate homoge-
neity entirely untenable. Both direct measurement ofGower Street
London WC1E 6BT recombination frequency in sperm and analyses of pop-
ulation patterns of LD strongly suggest that recombina-United Kingdom
tion rates are highly uneven throughout the genome and
often show clustering in short recombinational hotspots
separated by extended blocks of LD. This pattern not
Summary only necessitates changes in our inferential and pre-
dictive models, but it also changes the empirical de-
Background: Effective gene mapping based on genetic scription of LD. For example, punctuated patterns of
association data will require detailed knowledge of pat- LD make the earlier focus on the average extent of LD
terns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in human popula- essentially meaningless in the context of designing as-
tions. It has been recently suggested that linkage dis- sociation studies, as has been noted [3]. Similarly, in
equilibrium in humans may be organized in a block-like the extreme case of a strictly block-like structure to LD,
structure, with islands of high LD separated by regions association studies would focus on the assignment of
of rapid breakdown of LD due to recombination hotspots effects to LD blocks as opposed to finer localization
[1–3]. The experimental data to date, however, are lim- [3, 11].
ited, and fundamental questions remain about the impli- In light of the effort likely to be invested in large-scale
cations of recombination rate heterogeneity. Here, we genetic association studies, it is an immediate priority
use computer simulations to evaluate how such hetero- to assess how recombination rate heterogeneity affects
geneity influences patterns of LD, and we develop formal population patterns of linkage disequilibrium and to as-
criteria to assess whether the patterns are functionally sess how these patterns in turn affect association stud-
block like in the context of association mapping. ies. There are already a number of approaches that can
Results: Our analyses suggest that, even in models of be taken toward identifying block boundaries [1, 9, 10],
extreme recombination rate heterogeneity, some human but, here, we are not concerned with identifying block
populations will have a functionally block-like structure boundaries but with the implications of recombination
to the pattern of LD, but others will not, depending on rate heterogeneity. We formalize the concept of blocks
their precise demographic histories. In fact, for many of LD in order to provide quantitative criteria for as-
models, we find that, following an LD-generating event, sessing whether the pattern is functionally block like in
populations may move through discrete phases that can the context of gene mapping. We then use the same
be functionally described as pre-block, block, and post- modeling framework used by Kruglyak [4], but with re-
block. An analysis of observed and expected patterns combination rate heterogeneity, to assess how such
of LD surrounding hotspots within the MHC Class II heterogeneity interacts with demographic history to de-
region confirms these theoretical expectations. termine the pattern of LD.
Conclusions: Even if highly punctuated patterns of re- We used coalescent simulations [12, 13] of the ances-
combination are the rule, patterns of LD are still likely tral recombination graph to generate data sets evolving
to show differences among populations and among ge- under a specified demographic and genetic model, in-
nomic regions that are of practical importance in the cluding inhomogeneity of recombination rate. General
design of genetic association studies. The notion that details of the demographic model are described in the
the average extent of LD is a useful concept for the Experimental Procedures. For purposes of illustration,
design of association studies must be abandoned in we have assumed a simple model of recombination rate
light of the experimental and theoretical evidence. heterogeneity, with three 50-kb stretches of low recom-
bination separated by two recombination hotspots that
are 2 kb long (see Figure 1A). If rb and rh are the per-Introduction
nucleotide and generation recombination rates in blocks
and hotspots, respectively, then l  rh/rb describes theIn a seminal paper, Kruglyak [4] showed that, under
relative intensity of the hotspot; the overall recombina-uniform recombination rates of 1 cM/MB and an ideal-
tion rate along the stretch was set to the reported ge-ized model of human demographic history, linkage dis-
nome-wide average of 1 cM/Mb.equilibrium in the human genome would be unlikely to
We implemented the model of Kruglyak [4], in whichextend further than about 3 kb. Kruglyak noted, how-
the population size stayed constant at 10,000 individualsever, that when the assumptions of this model are re-
until 5,000 generations ago, when it increased to a cen-laxed, LD might extend considerably further. Although
sus size of 5  109. For inhomogeneous recombinationtheoretical models have become more elaborate, they
rates, only pairs of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in the same block are considered. The average
extent of LD found in the model of Kruglyak [4] is altered*Correspondence: m.stumpf@ucl.ac.uk; d.goldstein@ucl.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Block Structure and Determination
of Block Phase Length
(A) Block structure as considered in the simu-
lations; blocks with a low recombination rate
(blue) are separated by short recombination
hotspots (red). The particular case imple-
mented in our simulations assumes blocks of
50 kb and hotspots of 2 kb.
(B) The ratio of the hotspot and block per
nucleotide recombination rates is denoted by
l. Illustration of how the times (after the LD-
generating event) for entry into and exit out
of the block phase, T1 and T2, are determined.
First, (arbitrary) threshold values *1 and *2 are
set. The times at which 1 (red) and 2 (blue)
first fall below these values signal the begin-
ning and end of the block phase, respectively.
considerably by incorporating inhomogeneities in the of pattern could be considered to be functionally block
like. There are a number of ways to describe or identifyrecombination process (Figure 2). In general, the overall
average extent of LD will depend not only on l, but also a punctuated pattern of LD [1, 8–10], but our focus here
is on the implications for genetic associations studies.on the length of the hot and cool stretches.
We seek to describe a block-like structure, in intuitive
terms, as satisfying two properties: first, the probabilityResults
of significant LD existing across a block boundary is
below some (arbitrary) threshold, and, second, there isA Definition of Blocks of LD
To describe the pattern of LD under heterogeneous re- no significant difference in the degree of association of
nearby and faraway sites within a block. When thesecombination, we require a formal definition of what sort
two conditions are satisfied, genetic association studies
would have the following properties: causal variants
would not be mapped to a block other than their own,
and causal variants could not be fine localized within
their own block by using association data. Hence, ge-
netic mapping would consist of the assignment of ef-
fects to a block [3, 11]. We note here that this approach
to blocks is strictly focused on the implications for asso-
ciation studies, as opposed to questions such as
whether the pattern of LD provides significant evidence
of heterogeneous recombination rates, which would re-
quire a separate approach.
Even with these aims in mind, however, there would
be many ways to define blocks. We have found in re-
peated and extensive simulations that the following cri-
teria are useful formulizations.
We define two quantities, z1 and z2, which are given by








Average decay of LD, measured by r2, with distance for the case of
respectively. Here, r2w is the average value of r2 for alluniform recombination rate (red) and a block model with l  1,000
pairs of markers within the same block, r2b is the average(blue) and l  100 (green), respectively. For l  1,000 and 100, we
only consider pairs of SNPs that are within the same block. for pairs of markers from neighboring blocks, r2s is the
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average value of r2 for all pairs of markers within the crease reflects decay of LD both within and between
same block that are less than half the block-length apart, blocks (Figure 3). All the results that follow involve set-
and r2l is the average value of r2 for all pairs of markers ting *1 at 0.2 (defining T1) and setting *2 at 0.8 (defining
within the same block that are more than half the block- T2). With these thresholds, a population enters a block-
length apart. like structure when z1  0.2 and leaves it when z2  0.8.
The motivation for the first measure is that it captures The block phase thus lasts for a time of T T2  T1 (if
the idea that, in a block-like structure, variants are not and only if T2  T1). With l 1,000 and the demographic
mapped across blocks. When z1 falls below a specified assumptions used, the system does not leave the block
threshold, this will not happen. The second measure world for the entire time considered here (Figure 3). We
addresses whether there is position information within note, however, that the ratios z1 and z2 appear near
a block. When it falls below some specified threshold, equilibrium values 8,000 generations after the bottle-
it would be more likely to map variants to nearby markers neck; therefore, under the current present population
within a block than to distant markers within a block. size of 50,000, the ratio z2 may not fall below the thresh-
Hence, there is position information within a block. A old *2  0.8. Obviously, this behavior will be sensitive
particularly useful feature of these measures is that they to the post-bottleneck population size.
can capture the movement of a population into and out The more severe bottleneck results in a slight lag in
of a block phase following an LD-generating event. Thus, the onset of the block-like structure since it takes longer
assuming that an event occurs that generates consider- for the LD between blocks to be eliminated. This value
able LD (e.g., admixture, bottleneck), then a threshold of l is severe enough to keep LD block like for all times
value of z1 defines time point T1 when a population first greater than T1 that were considered here. More moder-
enters a block phase, and a threshold value of z2 defines ate values of l result in increased values of T1 and consid-
time point T2 when a population leaves a block-like erable reductions in T2. This leads to an overall decrease
structure (see Figure 1B for an illustration of how T1 and in the length of the block phase for l  200 and only a
T2 are determined for fixed threshold values, *1 and *2, very short time T for l 100. For smaller values, e.g., l
of z1 and z2). 10, the present demographic scenario does not feature a
The measures z1 and z2 cannot be construed directly block phase at all for both bottleneck population sizes,
as probabilities of mapping across block boundaries or as the transition from pre-block leads straight into a
the power to fine localize within blocks. We do note,
post-block scenario; in particular, we observe that T2 however, that the behavior described below is qualita-
T1. A necessary, although not sufficient, condition fortively similar to that obtained by using other measures
the observation of a block phase, using our criterion, isof within- and between-block patterns of association;
that the recombination length of the hotspots must befor example, the ratio of the number of SNP pairs within/
greater than the recombinational lengths of the blocks.between blocks that are in significant LD (data not
The results demonstrate that the probability that ashown). It might be possible to develop measures more
population will have a block-like structure of LD dependsrelated to these probabilities, but, ultimately, these de-
on the details of the demographic history, and especiallypend not only on LD, but also on the genetics of the trait
on the intensity of the recombination hotspot (Figure 4).under study. For example, it seems likely that whether a
Severe bottlenecks postpone the onset of the blockvariant could be fine localized within a block will depend
phase, and high values of l result in maintenance of thein some cases on its penetrance. Thus, if we knew a
block phase over considerable periods of time.variant had high penetrance, then very few rare recombi-
nant chromosomes in the population might serve to fine
localize the causal variant, after a block had been impli-
In Which Populations Do We Expectcated on the basis of the common chromosomes.
to Find Blocks?
The preceding sections demonstrate the theoreticalInteractions between Demography
possibility of interactions between demography and hot-and Hotspot Intensity
spot intensity in determining whether human popula-To assess the interaction between demography and l in
tions will have a functionally block-like pattern of LD.determining the pattern of LD, we have used coalescent
We still must determine how the real range of humansimulations with a severe bottleneck that creates LD,
demographic histories might interact with the real rangeand we investigate how LD decays for four different
of hotspot intensities in the human genome to determinevalues of l (l  1,000, 200, 100, and 10). The particular
the pattern of LD. Here, we approach this problem indemographic scenario is only meant to assess the inter-
two ways. First, we apply our criteria for identifying func-action between demography and l and is not meant as
tional blocks to genomic stretches (blocks) separated bya precise description of any human population. We have
experimentally determined hotspots. Second, we modelchosen an initial effective population size of 10,000 indi-
the presumed demographies of a range of human popu-viduals. We then simulate a bottleneck lasting 50 gener-
lations and determine how these demographic historiesations, with a reduction to either 100 or 500 individuals.
would interact with the experimentally determined hot-The bottleneck is followed by a rapid expansion to a
spots.present size of 50,000 individuals. In all other respects,
LD across HLA Hotspots in Europeansthe model is as described in the Experimental Proce-
Currently, the most reliable data for our purposes aredures. SNP markers with a minor allele frequency of at
those of Jeffreys et al. [2], who directly determined hot-least 20% are considered.
spot intensities in 2–6 UK sperm donors in 216 kb ofBoth ratios z1 and z2 decrease with time since the
occurrence of the bottleneck, as expected, and this de- the class II region of MHC, despite the fact that natural
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Figure 3. Block Phase following a Bottleneck
Behavior of 1 (red) and 2 (blue) for a popula-
tion bottleneck of 100 and 500 individuals for
50 generations, and four different choices for
l against the time back to the bottleneck. Ef-
fective population sizes before and after the
bottleneck were 10,000 and 50,000, respec-
tively. The cases l  1,000, 200, 100, and 10
illustrate how l largely determines the decay
of LD if the overall recombination rate is fixed
to the reported whole-genome average of 1
Mb/cM.
selection will have operated extensively throughout this
region. Block 1 (20 kb) and block 2 (52 kb) are separated
by 17 kb containing three observed recombination hot-
spots with estimated intensities of 0.5 cM/Mb (DNA1),
3.7 cM/Mb (DNA2), and 130 cM/Mb (DNA3). Block 2 and
block 3 (94 kb) are separated by 11 kb containing two
hotspots with estimated intensities of 3.1 cM/Mb (DMB1)
and 28 cM/Mb (DMB2), respectively. With their esti-
mated 95% widths, we can estimate the total recombi-
national length between the blocks as approximately
162 cM and 39 cM, respectively (see Figure 5 in Jeffreys
et al. [2] for details).
In Table 1, we have used their observed genotypes
(50 males) in order to calculate values of z1/2 for the three
blocks identified in their study. Using only SNPs with a
minor allele of at least 20%, we find that, for this Euro-
pean sample, our measures indicate insufficient LD forFigure 4. Duration of Block Phase
cross-block assignment (that is 1  0.2). The patternTotal duration spent in the block phase for each case in Figure 3.
Along the x-axis, we show the total time since the bottleneck. For of LD within blocks, however, is on the borderline of
the values of l where T2  T1 (l  1,000, 200, and 100), we show the carrying positional information (2  0.8), as can also
time interval during which the phase can be described as block like; be seen in Figure 4 the paper by Jeffreys et al. [2]. We
with the chosen threshold values, this is the case if z1  0.2 and, find that the corresponding value of 2 is very close tosimultaneously, if z2  0.8. Note how the onset of the block phase
our (arbitrarily) chosen threshold value of *2  0.8. Whileis always slightly earlier for the less severe bottleneck. For l  10,
no block phase is apparent. the quantitative similarity to our threshold is not impor-
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DiscussionTable 1. Linkage Disequilibrium Statistics for HLA Hotspots
Block Block Length Number of SNPs 1 2 Implications for Genetic Association Studies
1 20 kb 21 0.055 0.680 and Population Genetic Inference
2 52 kb 55 0.122 0.778 We currently lack sufficient information on hotspot in-
3 94 kb 33 0.086 0.707 tensity and demographic history to predict how common
a block-like structure will be, but the pattern of LD ap-Calculated values of 1/2 for the three blocks found in the study of
Jeffreys et al. [2]. Only SNPs with a minor allele frequency of at pears to be often punctuated [9]. As indicated by both
least 20% were included. Because blocks 1 and 3 have only one direct sperm typing [2] and population LD data [14],
neighboring block in the region considered in the study, we shall punctuated LD can be caused by recombination hot-
limit our attention to block 2, where the neighboring blocks at both
spots. However, the extent to which LD breakdown orends contribute to 1.
block boundaries generally correspond to hotspots is
not known. Our focus here has not been on inferring
tant, it is likely that, under any definition of blocks, the hotspots from punctuated LD, but on assessing the im-
HLA hotspots described by Jeffreys et al. create a pat- plications of recombination rate heterogeneity for asso-
tern in the European population that is near the border ciation studies.
between the block and post-block phases. This in itself Given that hotspots vary in intensity [2, 9, 14], our
suggests variation among human populations in the ex- results strongly suggest differences among genomic re-
tent to which 6p has a block-like structure. gions in the duration of a block-like structure following
This also suggests that, in practice, it may be difficult LD-generating events. This implies that there will be
or somewhat arbitrary to specify whether a population variation in how block like LD is not only among genomic
is functionally block like. This difficulty is further com- regions and among populations. There will also be varia-
pounded by the likelihood that the power to fine map tion among genomic regions in how similar patterns of
variants will depend not only on LD, but also on the LD are among human populations. Thus, for hotspots
genetics of the trait under study (see above). The pattern with a very high l, all human populations may be either
of LD across the HLA hotspots does, however, imply pre-block or block, whereas, for smaller l, all three possi-
that different human populations are very likely to fall bilities may be observed. In these cases, different stages
on different sides of whatever cutoff is used to identify of the mapping process will be most efficient in different
functionally block-like patterns. Thus, different human populations. This implies that the appropriate statistical
populations are very likely to have qualitatively different approach for gene mapping will depend on the gene
properties for genetic mapping, at least in some parts region and/or population under study. Thus, the power
of the genome. of association mapping methods that assume uniform
Model Demographies and the HLA Hotspots recombination behavior urgently needs to be assessed
We now assess how the range of human demographies in the light of possible extended block worlds [9]. Per-
might interact with real hotspots in patterning human LD. haps most critically, these results also imply that, even
In particular, we shall consider (qualitative) population if a limit to further fine localization is out of reach in
models for Europeans, Finns, Georgian Jews, and one certain populations for a specific genome region (e.g.,
out-of-Africa population model. Details of the demo- the cytokine cluster in Rioux et al. [15]), further fine
graphies can be found in the Experimental Procedures, localization may well be possible in other populations.
and the resultant average values and 95% intervals of The different patterns of LD identified by 1 and 2
z1/2 for l 10, 100, 200, and 1,000 are tabulated in Figure have direct implications for association studies. First,
5. In Table 2, we show the results using the same demo- when z1  *1 and z2  *2, the pattern is clearly block like
graphies but simulating the SNP data of Jeffreys et al. within the specified boundaries. In this case, association
for the three blocks identified in that study. We find studies will involve assignment of effects to the identi-
that there is strong dependence on the within-block fied block, and variants will not be mapped across the
recombination rate in addition to demography. While it boundary. Second, when z1  *1 and z2  *2, the pattern
is tempting to argue that the sample of Jeffreys et al. is pre-block. In this case, variants may be mapped
[2] conforms to a European demography for the higher across the putative block boundary, but the overall pat-
value of   0.15, we have to stress that, in the absence tern could still be block like, but with expanded bound-
of secure knowledge of the true demography underlying aries. Thus, in some cases, the distinction between pre-
the UK sample, such inferences are at best tentative. It block and block will be arbitrary. Finally, when z1  *1
should also be noted that recombination rates differ and z2  *2, the pattern is post-block. Variants can be
fine localized within the putative block boundaries, andin men and women, and, therefore, we cannot draw
inferences about the overall recombination rate from mapping will not be functionally block like.
The apparent block-like structure of large parts of theJeffreys’ sperm donor data.
What is clear, however, is how strongly demography human genome has led to widespread interest in tagging
SNPs [3, 16]. The basic idea is that a fraction of theinteracts with hotspots in determining whether LD has
a block-like structure (Figure 5 and Table 2). In particular, SNPs within a genomic region, referred to as haplotype-
tagging SNPs (htSNPs), may adequately represent thewe find that functionally block-like behavior may be lim-
ited to certain populations and may be absent in other total haplotypic variation in the region.
Our results indicate that, even if hotspots are commondemographies. It also appears possible that blocks may
be less frequent in populations with sharp bottlenecks in the human genome, the pattern of LD is not expected
to be consistently block like across the genome andin which LD extends beyond hotspots [9].
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Figure 5. Linkage Disequilibrium Structures in Model Demographic Scenarios
Calculated average values of 1/2 together with their respective 95% confidence intervals for four (qualitative) human demographies assuming
a uniform block size of 50 kb and hotspot length of 2 kb for four different values of . For each combination of parameters, 2,000 independent
calculations were performed. Yellow regions indicate demographic scenarios that can fall into the block phase according to our (arbitrary)
criteria. Turquoise qualifies as pre-block, and orange qualifies as post-block; the white cells in the table fall into neither category.
across populations. Although tagging SNPs were in- we can use each of these extended blocks as high-
resolution haplotype systems; this finding implies thatspired by the apparent block-like structure of LD, the
tagging framework does not, in principle, depend on there may be many independently inherited high-resolu-
tion autosomal analogs of the mtDNA and Y chromo-sharp boundaries between blocks of LD. We do note,
however, that graded boundaries between blocks could some systems that have proven so valuable in the study
of human evolution [17]. Similarly, however, inferencescomplicate the identification and evaluation of tagging
SNPs. For example, it is not computationally feasible to drawn from approaches that assume a uniform rate of
recombination [6, 7] must now be treated with extremeevaluate tagging SNPs for large chunks of the genome
simultaneously. caution.
Two interesting corollaries can be drawn for evolution-
ary inferences: first, if we know the hotspot recombina- Experimental Procedures
tion rate, for example, from a study of germline recombi-
Simulation Approachnation events [2], then we can estimate the time back
We used coalescent simulations [12, 13] to generate the genealogiesto a bottleneck by assessing the LD between markers/
underlying the samples. First, a fixed number, q, of SNP locations
haplotypes in neighboring blocks. And, second, if there is distributed uniformly along the whole stretch of DNA, which is
are many blocks that are sufficiently long to have ac- divided into M blocks characterized by a low probability for recombi-
nation between neighboring base pairs; these are separated byquired a sufficient number of polymorphic sites, then
Table 2. Linkage Disequilibrium Patterns for Model Human Demographies
  0.04   0.15
Population 1 2 1 2
Europe 0.304 0.997 0.286 0.921
(0.098–0.483) (0.867–1.101) (0.094–0.459) (0.621–1.059)
Finland 0.515 0.996 0.479 0.955
(0.206–0.753) (0.871–1.096) (0.194–0.727) (0.670–1.104)
Georgian Jews 0.997 1.001 0.822 0.992
(0.897–1.089) (0.922–1.075) (0.555–0.977) (0.870–1.087)
Out-of-Africa 0.231 0.965 0.120 0.807
(0.056–0.433) (0.704–1.084) (0.029–0.257) (0.435–1.026)
Calculated average values of 1/2 together with their respective 95% confidence intervals for four qualitative and idealized human demographies
assuming the recombination behavior of Jeffreys et al.. We have checked two different background recombination rates for the blocks,  
0.04 and   0.15, corresponding to   250 and 1000, respectively. These values were the lowest and highest estimates for the within-block
recombination rate obtained by Jeffreys et al. [2]. The recombination distance between the blocks was calculated from the hotspot crossover
data in Jeffreys et al. [2] to be 161.76 cM/Mb and 39.18 cM/Mb, respectively. Note that natural selection will have operated throughout the
region considered in the experimental study, whereas we had to assume selective neutrality in our simulations.
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recombinational hotspots. In the present case, we use M  3 and bottleneck, we have assumed a constant population size of also
10,000 individuals.q  200 for samples of 200 chromosomes.
We denote the length of the low-LD blocks and hotspots (in units Out-of-Africa
We have assumed an exponential expansion from a populationsof base pairs [bp]) by x and y, respectively. The corresponding
recombination rates (between adjacent base pairs) are r and r, with size of 10,000 individuals 100,000 YBP (i.e., 5,000 generations BP)
to a present census size of 6  109.  1. Let d  (d1, d2,…, dq1) be the vector of distances (in bp)
between neighouring SNPs, and let dl and dh be the positions of All population models are meant to be only plausible caricatures
of the real, much more complicated, demographies; they do notthe leftmost and rightmost SNPs contained on a stretch of DNA
belonging to a particular lineage. The total contribution from a partic- necessarily give rise to presently observed levels of genetic diversity
[5]. They should, however, span a range of possible human demo-ular lineage, k, to the total recombination length of a genealogy
comprising i active lineages is then given by graphies of interest in association studies. We note at this point
that the combined study of LD and diversity may prove to be a
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